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Keynotes and Presenters
Jason Abbott is senior managing director with FTI Consulting in Chicago. He has more than  
15 years of experience, specializing in financial due diligence, merger integration, and financial 
modeling and has completed more than 200 assignments for private capital (including family 
offices) and corporate clients. 

Dr Ana Aguirregabiria is an experienced family and group dynamics expert who works with 
those families and groups who wish to turn their relationships into more satisfying and fulfilling 
interactions.

Patricia Annino is an attorney with Rimôn, P.C. in Boston. A member of the FFI board and  
a frequent contributor to The Practitioner, she has been voted by her peers as one of the  
Best Lawyers in America, Estate Planner of the Year and EuroMoney “Best in Wealth  
Management — USA.”

Joseph Astrachan, FFI Fellow, is Professor Emeritus and past executive director of the Cox 
Family Enterprise Center at the Coles College of Business, Kennesaw State University. A former FFI 
board member and FBR editor, he is also a recipient of the 2000 Richard Beckhard Practice Award 
and the 2009 FFI International Award.

Pablo Aure Fariñez, CFBA, is managing partner for Venezuela of Exaudi Family Business 
Consulting. He is an expert in the design and implementation of family councils and boards of 
directors and in the management of family dynamics.

Vlad Barbieri, a native of Brazil, is a partner with BanyanGlobal in Boston. He has been working 
with the firm’s clients in Brazil, helping them with separating and differentiating shareholder and 
business governance, clarifying their purpose and defining their long‐term vision, and accelerating 
the development of the next generation members. 

Josh Baron is a co‐founder and partner at BanyanGlobal in Boston. For the last decade, he has 
worked closely with families who own assets together, such as operating companies, family 
foundations, and family offices.
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Lenka Beinhoff, ACFBA, ACFWA, TEP, is founder and CEO of Beinhoff & Co. in Switzerland, 
serving client families as a family wealth and family business advisor. She is a faculty member for 
GEN 202: Families of Wealth: A multidisciplinary approach. 

Fabian Bernhard is an associate professor of management and a member of the Family 
Business Center at EDHEC Business School in France. He holds a PhD from EBS University in 
Germany. His research interests include emotions and the attachment to the family business.

Linda Bourn is executive managing director of Crystal & Company’s Family Enterprise Risk 
Practice in New York. A former member of the FFI board, she has specialized in family business 
and family office risk management for 20 years. She led the development of the 2015 Family 
Enterprise Risk Index survey of 159 family owned companies. 

Peter Brock, CFWA, is executive director and leader Family Office Services in EMEIA and GAS for 
Ernst & Young. He advises family offices and entrepreneurial families regarding holistic services 
around tax and audit, but also setting up and structuring a family office, risk management/
controlling, succession issues, family governance and M&A advisory or  
real estate transactions. 

Jared Byas, CFBA, CFWA, is a family business advisor at the Delaware Valley Family Business 
Center. He facilitates conversations at the intersection of family, management, and ownership, 
helping small to mid-size family businesses develop healthy processes and systems in a way that 
continues the family business legacy. Jared is a faculty member for GEN 201: Family Enterprise 
Advising and Consulting: The action research model as applied to family enterprise. 

Isys Caffey is a vice-president with the Corporate Communications practice and the Global 
Deputy Lead for Family Businesses and Foundations for Edelman, the world’s largest 
communications marketing agency.  Isys works to develop and execute unique offerings that help 
both family-owned enterprises and foundations navigate the increasingly complex 
communications and business marketplace to enhance legacy, protect reputation and support the 
achievement of business objectives.

Randel Carlock, FFI Fellow, is based in Singapore. He is the first Berghmans Lhoist Chaired 
Professor in Entrepreneurial Leadership at INSEAD and is the founder of the Wendel International 
Centre for Family Enterprise. Along with the Wendel Centre, he is a co- recipient of the 2008 FFI 
International Award. 

Since 2012, Paul Carbone (keynote) has been managing partner of Pritzker Group Private 
Capital, which acquires and operates leading family and entrepreneur-owned middle market 
companies. He is on the board of the Lyric Opera of Chicago, Shedd Aquarium, and University of 
Chicago Medical Center. A Phi Beta Kappa graduate of The College of the University of Chicago, he 
received an MBA from Harvard Business School.
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Don Carlson is a senior associate with Lansberg, Gersick & Associates in Connecticut. He is a 
lawyer and economist who teaches courses on sustainable business models at Williams College 
and leadership courses at Goldman Sachs to the rising generation of business leaders. His work at 
LGA on governance planning focuses on the role of values in family enterprises and foundations.

Cathy Carroll is a G2 leader and G3 fiduciary of her family’s businesses and experienced many 
joys and challenges, leading her to found Legacy Onward, Inc., in Chicago, a leadership coaching 
firm serving family businesses. Cathy earned an MBA from the University of Chicago and holds the 
Professional Certified Coach designation from the International Coach Federation.

Juan Pablo Cerón, CFBA, CFWA, is partner and head of the strategy and business models 
practice at STF Consulting Group in Mexico City. His professional career has focused on advising 
family businesses and collaborating on research and publications for IBERO, UP and IPADE 
(PanAmerican Institute for High Business Direction).

Maria José Cerón, CFBA, CFWA, is partner and head of the family business and governance 
practice at STF Consulting Group in Mexico City. She is responsible for standardizing and leading 
consulting practices in family wealth and planning and firm positioning and exposure.

Salvador Cerón De La Torre, ACFBA, ACFWA, is partner and head of the education and 
development practice at STF Consulting Group in Mexico City. An economist by training, he holds a 
master’s degree in management from IE Business School with later studies at MIT and Harvard. 

Jeremy Cheng, CFWA, ACFBA, is the manager of the Tanoto Center for Asian Family Business 
and Entrepreneurship Studies at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. He is 
interested in promoting education, research, and practice of both family businesses and family 
advisors in the Asia‐Pacific context. He is a faculty member for GEN 501: Myths, Realities, and 
Trends in the Field of Family Enterprise.

Rebecca Chung creates knowledge for family firms. Based in Switzerland, she has conducted 
research at IMD and CEIBS, publishing articles in Financial Times and award‐winning cases. 
Rebecca won the EURAM Imagination Lab Award for Innovative Scholarship. She is a co-author of 
“Wensli Silk: Succession and International Luxury Branding,” an award-winning case in the 2017 
Family Enterprise Case Competition (FECC).

Joe Clark is chief growth office with Aon Private Risk Management. He focuses on driving new 
business across the country and expanding APRM’s footprints in key geographies.
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Jessica Clemence is director/business development of JZ Partners and is responsible for 
sourcing and evaluating new investment opportunities.

Bill Clogg is senior managing director with FTI Consulting in Detroit. He has more than 20 years 
of M&A experience, primarily with buy‐side and sell‐side transactions. He has completed over 300 
due diligence assignments for private equity funds, family offices and strategic investors.

 
Allan Cohen is distinguished professor in global leadership at Babson College, in residence at 
the San Francisco campus. He is the co‐author of Entrepreneurs in Every Generation: How 
Successful Family Businesses Develop Their Next Leaders.  

James Coutre is vice president of Insights and Connections at Fidelity Family Office Services in 
Boston. Prior to joining Fidelity, he was a partner at The Philanthropic Initiative (TPI). He is a faculty 
member for GEN 504: Philanthropy: More than money. 

Judi Cunningham is a visiting scholar at Kennesaw State University in Georgia. Passionate 
about family and business, she has dedicated her career to helping business families thrive. She 
co‐founded the Business Families Centre at the University of British Columbia and the Institute of 
Family Enterprise Advisors (IFEA), and designed and developed the Family Enterprise Advisor 
Program (FEA).

Devin DeCiantis is a senior associate with Connecticut-based Lansberg, Gersick & Associates, 
specializing in financial, operational, and strategic aspects of family enterprise. He teaches at 
Harvard and Northwestern’s Kellogg School of Management. 

Etienne Eichenberger is co-founder and managing partner of WISE Philanthropy Advisors in 
Geneva and Ho Chi Minh City. Prior to setting up his firm, he worked for 10 years in the field of 
international development and foundations. He is a faculty member for GEN 504: Philanthropy: 
More than money.

Neus Feliu, FFI Fellow, is a senior associate with Lansberg, Gersick & Associates, based in 
Barcelona. With a background as an economist and organizational psychologist, Neus has 
expertise in corporate and family governance in large family–owned corporations. 
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Helen Fisher (keynote) is a biological anthropologist, a member of the Center for Human 
Evolutionary Studies in the Department of Anthropology, Rutgers University, a Senior Research 
Fellow at The Kinsey Institute, Indiana University, and Chief Scientific Advisor to Match.com. She 
has written six internationally best-selling books and many articles on the brain science of human 
social behavior. She is currently studying the biological basis of personality and is a pioneer in 
examining the neurochemistry of leadership and innovation. 

Roselyn L. Friedman is a Chicago-based attorney-mediator and facilitator with more than 30 
years of legal experience and 16 years of mediation experience in probate, trust and estate, elder 
(including guardianships), adult family, premarital agreements, and family business matters. 

Prudence Gourguechon, an expert in motivation, emotion, and irrational individual and group 
behavior, is a principal with Invantage Advising in Chicago. She is a graduate of Yale University and 
has an MD from the University of Michigan School of Medicine.  

Anbern Guarrine, CFBA, is a family workshop facilitator with The Guarrine Group in West 
Chicago, handling family visioning and team building, as well as helping to craft family 
constitutions. She has conducted workshops in her native Philippines, USA, Norway, and 
Indonesia. 

John Guarrine is president of The Guarrine Group in West Chicago and has more than 30 years 
of experience as an experiential educator and 25 years of experience as a corporate team building 
consultant, working with all levels of employees from entry level to experienced CEO’s. John 
currently serves as chairman of the board of Play for Peace, a global nonprofit organization.

Carrie Hall is the EY Americas Family Business Leader and leads the EY network of professionals 
that provide holistic services to family business, family offices and their shareholders. An 
assurance partner of Ernst & Young LLP, with 30 years of experience, she has been published in 
national and global publications.

 

Suzanne Hammer is founder and principal philanthropy advisor with Hammer & Associates in 
Denver. For more than 10 years she has worked with family foundations, offices and enterprises, 
helping them engage the next generation, transform their “spray & pray” approach to 
philanthropy, and strengthen the communities they support. 

Elle Hansen, CFWA, ACFBA is managing partner of REGENERATION in Dallas. Her primary focus 
is on helping clients put structures, systems and policies in place that prevent breakdowns and 
improve relationships within their family business and to help families find the balance necessary 
for a rewarding life.
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Kristen Heaney an independent legacy consultant with Legacy Capitals, LLC, and second-
generation inheritor, brings personal understanding to her work with wealthy clients and their 
advisors. Her book, In Three Generations: A Story About Family, Wealth, and Beating the Odds, 
offers ideas for taking a more purposeful approach to handling family wealth.

Alleah Heise is a family business advisor with Legasus Group in Wichita, KS. She focuses on 
working with transitioning leaders across multiple generations, strategic thinking and planning, 
and development of multiple educational modules. 

Andrew Hier, FFI Fellow, is senior partner with Cambridge Advisors to Family Enterprise in 
Boston, where he assists clients with ownership, business and family issues, including 
development of the next generation and conflict management. Andrew is an FFI GEN faculty 
member for GEN 503: Tools for Positive Change in Family Business Systems: Analysis  
and application. 

Sylvie Huard, ACFBA, is the founder of Harmonie Intervention in Montreal, Canada. She is a 
business and life coach and specializes in business succession.

Katelyn Husereau is a manager with CFAR in Boston. Before CFAR, Katelyn was assistant 
director, Center for Family Business, at Northeastern University. She is a member of FFI’s Next Gen 
Practitioners VSG and is completing the GEN program in family business advising. 

Dennis Jaffe, FFI Fellow and former FFI board member, helps families overcome personal and 
organizational challenges to enable successful and fulfilling transfer of businesses, wealth, values, 
commitments and legacies across generations. Based in San Francisco, as both an organizational 
consultant and clinical psychologist, he is one of the architects of the field of family enterprise 
consulting. He is a faculty member for GEN 502: Family Governance in the Family Enterprise.

Dirk Jungé, FFI Fellow and former FFI board member, is chairman of Pitcairn Company and a 
fourth generation Pitcairn family member. He has been an innovator and leader in the family office 
industry for more than 30 years.  He is the recipient of the 2000 Barbara Hollander Award. 

Chris Kerr has been an entrepreneur and venture investor for more than 20 years, specializing in 
start‐up and early‐stage enterprises, with particular expertise in the services and natural products 
sectors. Based in New York, he is a fifth generation Pitcairn family member and adds his 
leadership experience to multiple boards, including as a director of Pitcairn Company.
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William J. Kowalski is a principal and director of operations for Rehmann Corporate 
Investigative Services (CIS). He manages complex fraud investigations forpublic and private sector 
entities and performs fraud risk assessments throughout Michigan.

Rania Labaki, CFBA, CFWA, is associate professor of management at EDHEC Business School, 
director of the EDHEC Family Business Centre and academic director of the Family Business 
Global Executive MBA. Her research has been recognized by FFI with the 2012 Best Unpublished 
Paper Award and the 2015 FBR Best Article Award. 

Todd Lanscioni is managing director of JZ Partners. His responsibilities include sourcing, 
structuring, negotiating, and executing micro cap buyouts.

Steve Legler, ACFBA, ACFWA, is a family legacy advisor with TSI Heritage, based in Montreal, 
Canada. He is a member of the Purposeful Planning Institute (PPI) and IFEA (Institute of Family 
Enterprise Advisors) and the author of SHIFT Your Family Business.  

 Carmen Lence, CFBA, is an executive coach, trainer and consultant, and a board member at 
Grupo Leche Rio S.A. in Spain. She holds an International MBA from IE Business School 
(Madrid) and she is a certified executive coach from UC Berkeley and CTI (California).  

Javier Macias, CFBA, teaches and studies human relations management, business leadership 
and family enterprise continuity. Based in Barcelona, he is an active consultant, researcher and 
speaker on next generation leadership, ownership and corporate governance. 

Mariana Martinez, CFWA, is the founder of Bethesda Family Therapy, a consulting company 
serving clinical and legacy families in Maryland. She is also on the faculty at the Bowen Center for 
the Study of the Family in Washington, DC. Mariana is a member of the 2017 FFI conference 
program committee.

Daphne McGuffin, FFI Fellow, is program director with The BDO SuccessCare Program,  
BDO Canada LLP. She helps family enterprises enhance communication and structure to ensure 
alignment around core ideology, strategy and transition. She is a faculty member for GEN 201: 
Family Enterprise Advising and Consulting and is the co-chair of the 2017 FFI conference program 
committee.
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Natalie McVeigh, CFWA, ACFBA, is vice president, family dynamics consultant with Wells Fargo 
Private Bank. A certified business coach specializing in entrepreneurial, EQ and C‐IQ coaching, she 
is a faculty member for GEN 501: Myths, Realities, and Trends in the Field of Family Enterprise. 
The 2016 recipient of the Fitzpatrick & Francis Family Business Continuity Foundation GEN 
scholarship, she is the leader of the Next Gen Practitioners VSG. 

Maria Milanetti, CFBA, heads the family enterprise services practice at MarchFifteen Consulting 
in Toronto. She specializes in developing and preparing leaders for their next challenge, allowing 
them to take their business to the next level of accomplishment.

  
Mohamed Mokadem is a family business consultant and managing director of a family-owned 
firm, Syrian Finnish Company for Dairy Products in Damascus. He started doing research in the 
family business field in 2013 and graduated from Toulouse Business School in France with a 
Doctorate in Business Administration.

.
Robert J. Noone has been a practicing psychotherapist for more than 40 years and is  
founding faculty of the Chicago-based Center for Family Consultation. He is the editor of the 
journal Family Systems and a faculty member at the Bowen Center for the Study of the Family  
in Washington, DC.

Asher Noor, CFBA, is CIO and Group CFO for AlTouq Group, a Saudi Arabian family investment 
office. A sought-after public speaker, he is a Chartered Accountant, TEP, and a faculty member for 
GEN 501: Myths, Realities, and Trends in the Field of Family Enterprise. He is also a member of the 
2017 conference program committee and The Practitioner editorial committee.

Elvira Orza Hnatov is the Head of Business Development for the Americas at Trusted Family.  
Prior to joining Trusted Family, Elvira was a partner and managing director at Family Office 
Metrics, a consultancy specializing in technology, operations, business strategy and research for 
the family office marketplace.

Rodolfo Paiz, FFI Fellow and board member, is CEO of Florida-based 55 Fidelius Family Office, a 
multifamily office platform providing families throughout the Americas with a network of 
best‐in‐class advisors to educate and advise them, while also helping other family business or 
wealth advisors bring a team of complementary services to their own clients. Originally from 
Guatemala, he is a member of The Practitioner editorial committee.

Mitzi Perdue is the Maryland-based daughter of one family business titan (her father founded 
the Sheraton Hotel chain) and the widow of another, (her late husband was the family business 
poultry magnate, Frank Perdue). She is also a businesswoman in her own right. Her article in The 
Practitioner, “Embedding the Family’s Values by Creating an Ethical Will” was among the most 
popular articles of 2016.
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Maya Prabhu, CFBA, ACFWA, is managing director and head of Wealth Advisory Services at 
Coutts & Co, London. In addition to her management role, as a practitioner, she advises families in 
the UK, Middle East and Asia on governance,  wealth and business succession planning, 
philanthropy and next generation development.

JB Rambaud is a partner/principal in the advisory services practice of Ernst & Young in New 
York.  A forward thinking thought-leader in the cyber security space, he holds a number of 
information system certifications and is a member of the Information Security Systems 
Association and the Information Security and Control Association. JB received an MBA from 
Kansas State University and a BBA from the University of Angers in France.

Theresa Ramos, CFBA is a founder of Premier Family Business Consulting Inc. in the 
Philippines. She is a senior consultant for family unity building programs specializing in family 
workshop programs such as teambuilding, visioning, conflict management and family  

constitution retreat. 

Borja Raventos, CFBA, and FFI board member, is a family business consultant and coach in 
family business in Barcelona, Spain. He is an executive coach in the IESE Business School, has 
been a member of the board of his family’s business Codorniu Raventos for eight years, and is an 
independent director in several family owned companies. 

Katherina M. Rosqueta is the founding executive director of the Center for High Impact 
Philanthropy, a multi-disciplinary center focused on building knowledge for social impact. She is a 
frequent speaker on philanthropy and social impact, and serves as co-chair of Greenlight Fund 
Philadelphia.

Mark Rubin, FFI Fellow and former FFI board member, is senior managing director of FTI 
Consulting in New York and leads the family enterprise services group. Mark oversees tax, 
governance, and family office development for Multigenerational families and their holdings.  
He is a CPA and serves on a number of family enterprise and nonprofit boards.

Wendy Sage-Hayward is a senior consultant with The Family Business Consulting Group and is 
based in Canada. Wendy is a partner and director of a US family firm more than 130 years old, 
leading approximately 50 cousin partners from the third ‐ sixth generations. She is also an adjunct 
professor at the University of British Columbia’s Sauder School of Business.

Guillermo Salazar, CFBA, is a family business expert, family governance consultant and a 
former member of the FFI board. Originally from Venezuela, he is director of Exaudi Family 
Business Consulting in Texas and a faculty member for GEN 102: Self in Systems.  
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Jeff Savlov, FFI Fellow, is the founder of the New Jersey-based Blum & Savlov — Family 
Business Consulting and works with families who share significant assets and the advisors who 
serve them. He worked in his family’s printing business before a career in sales/marketing and 
training as a family therapist and certified psychoanalyst.

Pramodita Sharma, FFI Fellow and editor of Family Business Review (FBR), is the Daniel C. 
Sanders Chair in Family Business at the University of Vermont and co-author of Entrepreneurs in 
Every Generation: How Successful Family Businesses Develop Their Next Leaders. Under her 
leadership, FBR has continued its growth and ensured its position as the leading journal in the 
family enterprise field.

Yirhan Sim, CFWA, ACFBA, is corporate planning vice president of his family’s Indonesian-based 
firm, Medion Farma Jaya. He holds an MBA from the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign 
and a master of research, management from Lancaster University. 

Luke Simmering is a family business advisor with Legasus Group in Wichita, KS. With a 
doctorate in industrial/organizational psychology, Luke has managed global leadership 
development programs, developed employee engagement initiatives, and created custom tools 
and assessments for a variety of organizations. He is a frequent contributor to The Practitioner.

Lloyd Steier, FFI Fellow, is vice chair of the FFI board of directors. He holds the Distinguished 
Chair in Entrepreneurship and is director of the Family Centre for Entrepreneurship and Family 
Enterprise at the University of Alberta Business School. A Barbara Hollander Award recipient, he is 
an FFI GEN faculty member for GEN 503: Tools for Positive Change in Family Business Systems: 
Analysis and application.

Kazuyoshi Takei, FFI Fellow, is president of WellSpring in Tokyo, Japan. He is a fourth-
generation member of his family’s 100‐year‐old company. In 2003, he founded WellSpring, where 
he advises family firms, gives presentations and writes. He was a founding member of The Family 
Business Advisors Association Japan, and authored “Evolution of Japanese Family Business 
Governing Principles” in a recent issue of The Practitioner.  

Marco Tempest (keynote) is a Swiss-born magician known for using emerging technology to 
create and enhance his mind-bending tricks and illusions. An MIT Directors Fellow, he consults on 
the subject of magic and illusion and lectures internationally on the psychology of deception and 
creative thinking. His work is constantly at the forefront of modernity, utilizing the newest, most 
advanced forms of technology. His eyes remain on the future and his performances remain one 
step ahead of his audience.

Wendy Ulaszek, CFBA, is a consultant with Connecticut-based Lansberg, Gersick & Associates, 
working on family governance and family foundations. She has a special focus on executive 
coaching, succession planning, and the development of the next generation.  
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Pilar Unidad-Tolentino, CFBA, is assistant director of the Ateneo Family Business Development 
Center in Manila. She is a consultant to family businesses in the Philippines, assisting them in the 
area of managing family dynamics, professionalization, governance, and generational transitions. 
She is also a faculty member for GEN 102: Self in Systems and was the recipient of the 2015 de 
Visscher & Co. GEN Scholarship.

Randy Waesche, FFI Fellow, is president/CEO of Resource Management LLC in New Orleans. He 
has been selected by both Money and Worth as one of the top individual financial advisors. He and 
his firm are long-time sponsors of Family Business Review and the FBR Outstanding Reviewer 
Award.

Abdel-Razzak Wafi is a second generation family business member and the leader of his family’s 
real-estate development, construction and hospitality services firm, the Wafi Group. His research 
interests are at the intersection of strategic planning and family business with a particular emphasis 
in the Arab Middle Eastern region. He holds a DBA in family business strategic planning from 
Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, Scotland.

Margaret Wilson, FFI Fellow, founded Tandem Partners in Owings Mills, MD in 2000 to help 
business families create a shared vision, navigate generational transitions, and prepare leaders for 
their future roles. Margaret holds a master’s degree in applied behavioral science from Johns 
Hopkins University and the Professional Certified Coach designation from the International Coach 
Federation.  

Kathleen Wiseman, FFI Fellow, founding member, and former board member, is founder and 
president of Working Systems Inc. and Navigating Systems in Washington, DC. Both organizations 
work to promote the ideas of Bowen Family Systems Theory and its application to family 
enterprise. She was the inaugural recipient of The Barbara Hollander Award in 1995.

John Wofford, FFI Fellow and former FFI board member, is a mediator, facilitator and arbitrator 
in Cambridge, MA. He provides impartial dispute resolution services in a wide range of subject 
areas, including family enterprises. He graduated from Harvard College, Harvard Law School, and 
Oxford University (as a Rhodes Scholar).
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R&E Symposium Presenters

Past president of FFI and recipient of the FFI Richard Beckhard Practice Award, Craig Aronoff 
(keynote) is co-founder and principal of The Family Business Consulting Group, Inc. An FFI Fellow, 
he is a leading consultant, speaker, writer and educator in the family business field. He is the 
founder of the Cox Family Enterprise Center and current professor emeritus at Kennesaw State 
University in Marietta, GA.

Peter Begalla is the conference and education director for Family Business Magazine and 
Directors & Boards Magazine. He was a visiting lecturer in family business at Stetson University 
for over 13 years and currently maintains a consulting practice. 

Louisa Diana Brunner, ACFBA, has published both on family business and group relations 
internationally. She is a Psycho-Dynamic-Systemic Leadership, Management and Organisational 
consultant and a Group Relations consultant. She is an executive and career coach at Bocconi 
School of Management and is involved in the selection of MBA and Executive MBA participants. 
Louisa received the 2012 deVisscher & Co. GEN scholarship.

Anthony Devine, CFBA, CFWA, is at Northumbria University, Newcastle, England. He teaches at 
both the undergraduate and postgraduate levels with a focus on financial and management 
accounting, corporate governance, ethics and family business. The recipient of the 2013 
deVisscher & Co. GEN Scholarship, he is a faculty member for GEN 501: Myths, Realities, and 
Trends in the Field of Family Enterprise.

Gerard Donnellan, FFI Fellow, is a family business consultant and organizational psychologist 
and an adjunct professor at Boston College. As president of Big Leap in Lexington, MA, he works 
with business owners and senior leaders on issues at the intersection of family and business. 

Annika Hall, FFI Fellow, is a researcher and author interested in interpersonal aspects, 
manifested through identity work, communication, values, power and sense-making, and how 
they influence corporate governance, strategy, and leadership/ownership transition. The recipient 
of the 2004 Best Dissertation Award and the 2005 Best Unpublished Research Paper Award, she 
is a faculty member for GEN 102: Self in Systems.

Mae Hong is vice president of Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors. She is responsible for RPA’s 
practice serving individual donors, foundations and corporations throughout the Midwest and also 
works with some of RPA’s international clients. She completed her graduate work in social service 
administration at The University of Chicago, and is a graduate of Northwestern University’s Medill 
School of Journalism.

Charlotte Lamp, FFI Fellow, is a retired educator and holds a doctorate in leadership studies. 
She is a third generation business family member and shareholder of the Port Blakely Companies, 
and member of the family council on which she holds the position of governance coordinator.
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Isabelle Lescent-Giles is adjunct professor of family business at the University of San 
Francisco Hult Business School. She studies and leverages family history and business culture to 
support and facilitate transitions including globalization, M&As and exits, new ventures, wealth 
transfer, and succession planning.

Leif Melin, FFI Fellow, is the director of the Center for Family Enterprise and Ownership, and 
Professor of Strategy and Organization at Sweden’s Jönköping International Business School 
(JIBS). A former member of the FFI board, he is the recipient of the 2012 FFI International Award.

John Neff is a family business veteran with 20 years of experience in his own family’s 3rd 
generation manufacturing business. He is the founder of Family Enterprise Consulting, LLC in 
Dayton, OH. His consulting and research interests are focused on factors that influence the 
continued success of family businesses.

Catherine Pratt is resident assistant professor in the School of Business at Pacific Lutheran 
University in Tacoma, WA. She holds a BA from Brigham Young University and an EdD from Seattle 
University.

Kirby Rosplock, FFI Fellow, is founder and principal of Tamarind Partners, Inc. in Florida and a 
recognized researcher, innovator, advisor, author and speaker in the field. She is the author of The 
Complete Family Office Handbook. She is a faculty member for GEN 502: Family Governance in 
the Family Enterprise.

Catherine Rossbach is a member of the FFI board and co-chair of the 2017 conference 
program committee. As publisher, business development of SAGE (publisher of FBR), she focuses 
on the needs of the research community via scholarly and professional journals, as well as the 
learning community via post-secondary teaching materials.

Philip Shrives is professor of accounting and corporate governance and head of the accounting 
and financial management department at Northumbria University, Newcastle, England.

Michael Stuart is an attorney and CPA with The Family Legacy Alliance in Illinois. As a holistic 
estate planner, Michael works in concert with his clients’ financial advisors, CPAs, insurance 
advisors, and other financial and legal professionals to ensure that all plans developed truly have 
the clients’ goals and objectives in mind.
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Click here to register for the  
2017 FFI Annual Conference  

Click here to register for the  
Research & Education Symposium  

https://ffi.site-ym.com/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=881160&grou
https://ffi.site-ym.com/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=881160&grou
https://ffi.site-ym.com/store/ViewProduct.aspx?id=8687373
https://ffi.site-ym.com/store/ViewProduct.aspx?id=8687373

